
Aler Oil Agriculture Food Inc. 



COMPANY OVERVIEW

• Aler Oil Food Agriculture Incorportaion is a family owned business
which was founded by Ali Cetin Onder and Erman Onder.

• It was established in 2012, in the beautiful province of Adana.

• Adana is a Turkish province well known for its fertile lands and
high-quality agricultural products within the Eastern Mediterranean
Region.

• In Turkey, there are 180 million olive trees on 700.000 hectares
yielding 500.000 tons of table olives and 300.000 tons of olive oil. In
our region, there are 40 million olive trees



OLIVE ORCHARD
• Our 420,000m2 orchard was

established in 2009.
• Our orchard has 12,000 trees

mainly consisting of Sari Ulak and
Gemlik cultivars.

• we are one of the few companies
producing olive oil and table
olives and managing our own
olive orchard at the same time,
which gives us the advantage to
monitor the olives from the
beginning of their growth to
harvesting to processing.



OUR FACTORY

● Our 10,500m2 factory was established in 2012 
● It is equipped with the state of the art olive oil and olive production lines.
● The olive oil production line has the production capacity of 120 tons per day.
● The table olive production line has a capacity of 15 tons per day.
● This facility enables us to produce high quality products, which currently we export to 14 

countries worldwide.



OLIVE OIL PRODUCTS

COLDPRESS:-Alerya branded products consist of cold
press extra virgin which we call “Olive Juice”, it is
graded as a prime and niche olive oil. Our main
objective while producing this product is to make you
feel and smell the delicious olive flavor.

FLAVOURED OLIVE OIL:-Our flavored Olive Oil is
produced by adding herbs and fruits to the olive paste
rather than mixing flavors to olive oil after the
production. These olive oils allow you to truly taste
the mouthwatering Bitter Orange, Basil, Red Pepper,
Thyme and Lemon flavor.

PREMIUM EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL



EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL

OLIVE OIL PRODUCTS

• With an eye to bring you the finest olive oil to
your table, we put in our greatest effort from
harvest to processing and from filling to
packaging, to present the olive oil to your
liking.

• This olive oil has an ideal pleasant taste
suitable for both dressing salads and preparing
a wide range of meals.

• Aler strives to maintain a standard aroma,
flavor and taste in each bottle.



OLIVE OIL PRODUCTS
VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
● The taste of this olive oil is well balanced

with a delicate flavor gentler than that

of Extra Virgin Olive Oil.

● This category of olive oil preserves the

flavor, aroma and vitamins of the olives.

It can easily be your favorite olive oil

depending on your delights and habits.

● Its exquisite aroma and flavor simply

enrich any kind of dish. It is best suited

for stews, cooking and grilling.



PURE OLIVE OIL:-is a blend of refined olive oil obtained
from diligently produced olive oil, with good quality extra
virgin olive oil
• This type of olive oil offers the taste of extra virgin olive

oil at an economical price. It is good for cooking and
frying.

OLIVE POMACE OIL:-Olive pomace oil is the oil obtained by
applying advanced refining techniques olive pomace.
• This olive oil is the economic alternative to the other

grades of olive oils. We can also mix the olive pomace
oil with extra virgin or virgin olive oil according to your
desire to obtain a more preferable olive flavor taste.

PURE OLIVE OIL AND OLIVE POMACE OIL

OLIVE OIL PRODUCTS



SPLIT GREEN OLIVES:-Famous for its firm structure, Edremit
olives are highly preferred by our customers of green olive
varieties. The cracked olives are flavored using fermentation
and debittered. Different from most producers, we produce
Cere Edremit Green Olives using natural methods from
harvesting to your tables.

OLIVES
SARI ULAK CRACKED GREEN OLIVES:-Sari Ulak olive, which is
an indigenous cultivar in the Cukurova region in Adana is
grown at high altitudes and in unique type of soil. It's one of
the firm cultivars with a natural distinctive, fruity taste and
vivid appearance.

SLICED OLIVES:- The pitted olives are sliced into nice regular
pieces using special slicing machines. The sliced olives are then
packed in a way that offers optimum freshness and uniform
texture. These delicious olives make an ideal ingredient for a
variety of dishes or pizzas.



OLIVES

PITTED OLIVES:-These high-quality olives undergo various
processes before and after they are pitted. These processes
result in delectable, tasty pitted olives that can be enjoyed
without the danger and possible dental damage pits
present. The taste of our pitted olives enhance flavor in
meals.

STUFFED OLIVES:- The best olives are carefully harvested
without damage and pitted. Afterwards, they are
delicately hand stuffed with pepper, caper or garlic. Our
stuffed olives are one of the favorite products for our
customers because they are a combination of flavor
making them delicious and suitable for appetizers and
mezzes.



OLIVES
NATURAL GEMLIK BLACK OLIVES:-These olives are

characterized by small seeds and thin skin easily separable

from the pulp. Our naturally flavored olives processed with

natural fermentation methods, are highly appreciated by our

consumers because they maintains their flavor and nutritional

values at the highest level.

DRIED GEMLIK BLACK OLIVES:-For this type of olives, we use

the traditional rolling method which has been applied since

earlier times yet almost forgotten. The Gemlik Dried Sele

Olives takes a bit curly appearance due to the periodical

rolling required for fermentation.



WHY WORK WITH ALER
HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS;- Produced from the best olives in our region. We package our products according
to our customer’s needs and we also provide private label services.

COMPETITIVE PRICES;- We work with our customers to provide the products with attractive prices that suit
our customer’smarket.

KNOWLEDGE in OLIVE;- We are not just a manufacturer. We are also one of the biggest olive farmer in our
region which helps us to better understand, grow and better process the olives starting from crop to the
final product.

EXPORTING EXPERIENCE;- We have been exporting our products to 14 countries worldwide for the past 8
years. We take pride in having a good reputation in meeting our customers expectations.

CERTIFIED PRODUCTS;- We observe international quality standards without compromise. Our products are
based on the standards of International Olive Council (IOC). Our company has ISO 22000:2005 Food Safety
Management System and ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System standard certificates.



THANK YOU


